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Abstract  
 

The banking sector is the lifeline of any modern economy. It is one of the important financial pillars of the financial sector, 
which plays a vital role in the functioning of an economy. It is very important for economic development of a country that its 
financing requirements of trade, industry and agriculture are met with higher degree of commitment and responsibility. Thus, the 
development of a country is integrally linked with the development of banking. In a modern economy, banks are to be considered not 
as dealers in money but as the leaders of development. They play an important role in the mobilization of deposits and disbursement 
of credit to various sectors of the economy. The banking system reflects the economic health of the country. The strength of an 
economy depends on the strength and efficiency of the financial system, which in turn depends on a sound and solvent banking 
system. A sound banking system efficiently mobilized savings in productive sectors and a solvent banking system ensures that the 
bank is capable of meeting its obligation to the depositors. This research paper to be discussed about “A study of Banking Sector in 
India – An Overview of their Performance”. 

 
 
Key Words: Financial Sector, Banking Performance, Policy Framework, public Sector, Policy of liberalization, Policy 
Perspective. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
 

“The world needs Banking – but it does not need Banks”  
 

Billgates 
 

In India, banks are playing a crucial role in socio-economic progress of the country after independence. The banking sector is 
dominant in India as it accounts for more than half the assets of the financial sector. Indian banks have been going through a 
fascinating phase through rapid changes brought about by financial sector reforms, which are being implemented in a phased manner. 
The current process of transformation should be viewed as an opportunity to convert Indian banking into a sound, strong and vibrant 
system capable of playing its role efficiently and effectively on their own without imposing any burden on government. After the 
liberalization of the Indian economy, the Government has announced a number of reform measures on the basis of the 
recommendation of the Narasimhan Committee to make the banking sector economically viable and competitively strong. 
 

The current global crisis that hit every country raised various issue regarding efficiency and solvency of banking system in 
front of policy makers. Now, crisis has been almost over, Government of India (GOI) and Reserve Bank of India (RBI) are trying to 
draw some lessons. RBI is making necessary changes in his policy to ensure price stability in the economy. The main objective of 
these changes is to increase the efficiency of banking system as a whole as well as of individual institutions. So, it is necessary to 
measure the efficiency of Indian Banks so that corrective steps can be taken to improve the health of banking system. 
 
 
EVALUATION OF INDIAN BANKING  
 

The period of last six decades has viewed many macro economic development of India. The monitory, external and banking 
policies have undergone several changes. The structural changes in the Indian financial system specially in banking system has 
influence the evaluation of Indian Banking in different ways. After the independence and implementation of banking reforms, we can 
see the changes in the functioning of commercial banks. In order to understand the changing role of commercial banks and the 
problems and challenges, it would be appropriate to review the major development in the Indian banking sector. 
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Consolidation of liberalization  
 

By the time the decade of 1990s started, a number of problems were facing Indian economy. The situation had become 
extremely uncontrollable. Fiscal deficit was constantly growing, balance of payment situation had become extremely critical. There 
was pressure from the external sector for putting the domestic economy in order. The need for initiating radical structural reforms was 
being greatly emphasized. Under structural reforms, the emphasis was on relaxing restrictions which severely impeded the functioning 
of the market mechanism and led to inefficiency and sub optimal resource allocation. It was a period when policy measures were 
directed towards liberalization, privatization and globalization of the economy in selective phased manner. Financial sector reforms 
constituted an important component of the structural reforms. The basic objectives of these reforms was to promote a diversified, 
efficient and competitive financial sector for achieving improved efficiency of available savings, greater investment profitability and 
accelerated growth of the real sector of the economy. A three-pronged strategy was adopted under these reforms. 

 
1. Improving the overall monetary policy framework 
2. Strengthening the financial institutions 
3. Integrating the domestic financial system with the global economy in a phased 
  manner. 
 

One of the most important policy initiative of this phase was the acceptance and implementation of many recommendations 
of far reaching implications for the financial sector, made by the Narsimham Committee Simultaneously, for strengthening the 
securities market, Securities and Exchange Board of India was made a statutory body and given sufficient power to deal with various 
fraudulent practices and scams effectively. A few years later, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority was set up to regulate 
and promote the insurance business on competitive lines. 

 
In order to improve the financial strength and the profitability of the public sector banks and tone up the overall Indian 

financial system by examining all aspects relating to structure, organisation, function and procedures, the Government of India set up 
two high level committees with M. Narshimham, a former Governor of RBI, as their Chairman. The first Committee submitted its 
report in 1991 and the second committee, which was set up a few years later, submitted Report in 1998. 
 

These reports made certain recommendations for introducing radical measures. The major thrust of the recommendations was 
to make banks competitive and strong and conducive to the stability of the financial system. The Government was advised to make a 
policy declaration that there would be no more nationalization of banks. Foreign banks would be allowed to open offices in India 
either as branches or as subsidiaries. In order to promote competitive culture in banking, it was suggested that there should be no 
difference in the treatment between public sector banks and private sector banks. It was emphasized that banks should be encouraged 
to give up their conservative and traditional system of banking and take to new progressive function such as merchant banking and 
underwriting, retail banking, mutual funds etc. The committee recommended that foreign banks and Indian banks should be permitted 
to set up joint ventures in these and other newer forms of financial services. 
 
 

The Government of India accepted all major recommendations of Narsimham Reports and started implementing them 
straightway, despite stiff opposition from banks unions and political parties in the country. It is primarily because of the financial 
sector reforms initiated during the last two decades or so that the Indian financial system is acquiring fast the shades of a vibrant, 
dynamic, globalised, complex system today, creating new opportunities and challenges. But it still continues to be largely dominated 
by the presence of a giant public sector particularly in banking and insurance even though the private sector has been growing at a 
much faster rate in the recent years, out-playing the public sector in the matter of efficiency and performance. 
 
Recent development in Indian Banking Sector 
 

In the recent year, the banking Industry has been undergoing rapid changes which is reflecting in banking reforms. 
Telecommunication and Information technology are the most significant areas which have changed rapidly. It has accelerated the 
broadcasting of financial information which lowering the costs of many financial activities. In the last few year banking sector has 
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introduce new products: Credit Cards, ATM, Tele-Banking, Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT), Internet Banking, Mobile Banking etc. 
These new products increase the efficiency of banks by reducing transactions cost. Some of the important areas which developed 
recently are discussing here. 

 
Retail Banking Concept 
 

One of the major development in the banking sector is the introduction of retail Banking in the country. At present, banks are 
focusing more on retail banking by proving various loan facilities to depositors. The banking sector is facing increased competition 
from non-banking institution. The Retail Banking encompasses various financial products (different type of deposit accounts, home 
loan, auto loan, credit cards, demate facilities, Insurance mutual funds, credit and debit cards, ATM, Stock broking, payment of utility 
bills) catering to diverse customer groups, offering a host of financial services, mostly to individuals. Simply speaking, it takes care of 
the diverse banking needs of an individual. (Kaur, Bhandri and Gupt, 2009). 
 

Now a days, banks are focusing more on individual needs through retail banking which increased the other income of the 
banks significantly. 
 
Information Technology 
 

Information technology (IT) has transformed the functioning of businesses, the world over. With the innovation in the IT, 
Indian banking sector has benefited a lot by offering new products and services. Information technology has helped the banking sector 
by opening newer delivery channels to customers – ATMs networking in the form of shared payment networks, internet banking, 
implementation of core Banking solutions, mobile banking etc. 

 
The RBI has played a proactive role in the implementation of IT in the banking sector. According to RBI the two major 

advantages of technological adoptions – 
 

a. Reduction in banks operational cost. 
b. Facilitating more efficient transactions among customers with in the same network. 
 

Over the year RBI has increase the role of technology in the day to day operation of banks. The Reserve Banks sets out the 
roadmap for implementation of key IT applications in banking with special emphasis on seamless delivery of banking services through 
effective implementation of Business Continuity Management (BCM). Information Security policy, and Business process Re-
engineering (BPR). 
 
Consolidation through Mergers 
 

To archive a higher level of efficiency and taking benefits of economics of scale, mergers and acquisition are increasing in 
the banking sector. The RBI has been encouraging the consideration process wherever possible, given the inability of small banks to 
complete with large banks which enjoy enormous economies of scale and scope. It is observe that most of the mergers and 
acquisitions are voluntary and market driven between the healthy and financially sound and based on profitability motive  
 
SYSTEM OF BANKING STRUCTURE IN INDIA 
 

Indian banking system consists of “non scheduled banks” and “scheduled banks”. Non scheduled banks refer to those that are 
not included in the second schedule of the Banking Regulation Act of 1965 and thus do not satisfy the conditions laid down by that 
schedule. Schedule banks refer to those that are included in the Second Schedule of Banking Regulation Act of 1965 and thus satisfy 
the following conditions: a bank must 
 
(1) have paid up capital and reserve of not less than Rs. 5 lakh and 
 
(2) satisfy the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) that its affairs are not conducted in a manner detrimental to the interest of its 

deposits. 
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Scheduled banks consists of “scheduled commercial banks” and scheduled cooperative banks. The former are further divided 

into four categories: (1) public sector banks (that are further classified as “Nationalized Banks and the “State Bank of India (SBI) 
banks”); (2) private sector banks (that are further classified as “Old Private Sector Banks” and “New Private Sector Banks” that 
emerged after 1991); (3) foreign banks in India, and (4) regional rural banks (that operate exclusively in rural areas to provide credit 
and other facilities to small and marginal farmers, agricultural workers and small entrepreneurs). These scheduled commercial banks 
except foreign banks are registered in India under the Companies Act. 
 

The SBI banks consist of SBI and five independently capitalized banking subsidiaries. The SBI is the largest commercial 
bank in India in terms of profits, assets, deposits, branches and employees and has 13 head offices governed each by a board of 
directors under the supervision of a central board. It was originally established in 1806 when the bank of Calcutta (latter called the 
Bank of Bengal) was established, and then amalgamated as the Imperial Bank of India after the merger with the bank of Madras and 
the Bank of Bombay. The Imperial Bank of India was Nationalized and named SBI in 1955. Nationalized banks refer to private sector 
banks that were nationalized (14 banks in 1969 and 6 in 1980) by the central government compared with the SBI banks, nationalized 
banks are centrally governed by their respective head offices. In 1993, Punjab National Bank merged another nationalized bank, New 
Bank of India, leading to a decline in total number of nationalized banks from 20 to 19. Regional rural banks account for only 4% of 
total assets of scheduled commercial banks. As at the end of March 2001, the number of scheduled banks is a follows: 19 nationalized 
banks, 8 SBI banks, 23 old private sector banks, 8 new private sector banks, 42 foreign banks, 196 regional rural banks and 67 
cooperative banks. But number of scheduled commercial banks in India as on 31 October, 2012 as follows: 26 public sector banks 20 
private sector banks. 
 
 

Banking Structure in India 

 

DEVELOPMENT IN NEW GENERATION BANKS 

     Nowadays we are hearing about e-governance, e-mail, e-commerce, e-tail etc. In the same manner, a new technology is being 
developed in US for introduction of e-cheque, which will eventually replace the conventional paper cheque. India, as harbinger to the 
introduction of e-cheque, the Negotiable Instruments Act has already been amended to include; Truncated cheque and E-cheque 
instruments.  
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Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) 

Real Time Gross Settlement system, introduced in India since March 2004, is a system through which electronics instructions 
can be given by banks to transfer funds from their account to the account of another bank. The RTGS system is maintained and 
operated by the RBI and provides a means of efficient and faster funds transfer among banks facilitating their financial operations. As 
the name suggests, funds transfer between banks takes place on a 'Real Time' basis. Therefore, money can reach the beneficiary 
instantaneously and the beneficiary's bank has the responsibility to credit the beneficiary's account within two hours. 

National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) 

The transfer of money from the customer remitting it to the beneficiary account usually takes place on the same day. 
Settlement or clearance of funds takes place in batches as specified by the guidelines by the RBI. Any amount of money can be 
transferred using NEFT, making it usually the best method for retail remittances. Customers with Internet banking accounts can use 
the NEFT facility to transfer funds nationwide on their own. Funds can also be transferred via NEFT by customers by walking into 
any bank branch (which is NEFT-enabled) and leaving relevant instructions for such transfer - either from their bank accounts or by 
payment of cash. Transfer of funds to Nepal using NEFT, is also allowed subject to limits. 

 Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)  

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is a system whereby anyone who wants to make payment to another person/company etc. 
can approach his bank and make cash payment or give instructions/authorization to transfer funds directly from his own account to the 
bank account of the receiver/beneficiary. Complete details such as the receiver's name, bank account number, account type (savings or 
current account), bank name, city, branch name etc. should be furnished to the bank at the time of requesting for such transfers so that 
the amount reaches the beneficiaries' account correctly and faster. RBI is the service provider of EFT. 

Electronic Clearing Service (ECS) 

Electronic Clearing Service is a retail payment system that can be used to make bulk payments/receipts of a similar nature 
especially where each individual payment is of a repetitive nature and of relatively smaller amount. This facility is meant for 
companies and government departments to make/receive large volumes of payments rather than for funds transfers by individuals. 

Automatic Teller Machine (ATM) 

Automatic Teller Machine is the most popular devise in India, which enables the customers to withdraw their money 24 
hours a day 7 days a week. It is a devise that allows customer who has an ATM card to perform routine banking transactions without 
interacting with a human teller. In addition to cash withdrawal, ATMs can be used for payment of utility bills, funds transfer between 
accounts, deposit of cheques and cash into accounts, balance enquiry etc. 

Tele-banking  

Tele banking is another innovation, which provided the facility of 24 hour banking to the customer. Tele-banking is based on 
the voice processing facility available on bank computers. The caller usually a customer calls the bank anytime and can enquire 
balance in his account or other transaction history. In this system, the computers at bank are connected to a telephone link with the 
help of a modem. Voice processing facility provided in the software. This software identifies the voice of caller and provides him 
suitable reply. Some banks also use telephonic answering machine but this is limited to some brief functions. This is only telephone 
answering system and now Tele-banking. Tele banking is becoming popular since queries at ATM’s are now becoming too long.    
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Internet Banking  

Internet banking enables a customer to do banking transactions through the bank’s website on the Internet. It is a system of 
accessing accounts and general information on bank products and services through a computer while sitting in its office or home. This 
is also called virtual banking. It is more or less bringing the bank to your computer. In traditional banking one has to approach the 
branch in person, to withdraw cash or deposit a cheque or request a statement of accounts etc. but internet banking has changed the 
way of banking. Now everyone can operate all these type of transactions on his computer through website of bank. All such 
transactions are encrypted; using sophisticated multi- layered security architecture, including firewalls and filters. One can be rest 
assured that one’s transactions are secure and confidential.    

Mobile Banking 

Mobile banking facility is an extension of internet banking. With recent developments in handset designs and mobile 
software, this is a trend which has already caught focus of majority of the banks. The bank is in association with the cellular service 
providers offers this service. For this service, mobile phone should either be SMS or WAP enabled. These facilities are available even 
to those customers with only credit card accounts with the bank.   

 Point of Sale Terminal  

Point of Sale Terminal is a computer terminal that is linked online to the computerized customer information files in a bank 
and magnetically encoded plastic transaction card that identifies the customer to the computer. During a transaction, the customer's 
account is debited and the retailer's account is credited by the computer for the amount of purchase. Tele Banking Tele Banking 
facilitates the customer to do entire non-cash related banking on telephone. Under this devise Automatic Voice Recorder is used for 
simpler queries and transactions. For complicated queries and transactions, manned phone terminals are used. 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)  

Electronic Data Interchange is the electronic exchange of business documents like purchase order, invoices, shipping notices, 
receiving advices etc. in a standard, computer processed, universally accepted format between trading partners. EDI can also be used 
to transmit financial information and payments in electronic form. 

An overview on Banking Performance 

It is becoming increasingly imperative for banks to assess and ascertain the benefits of technology implementation. The fruits 
of technology will certainly taste a lot sweeter when the returns can be measured in absolute terms but it needs precautions and the 
safety nets. The increasing use of technology in banks has also brought up 'security' concerns. To avoid any mishaps on this account, 
banks ought to have in place a well-documented security policy including network security and internal security. The passing of the 
Information Technology Act has come as a boon to the banking sector, and banks should now ensure to abide strictly by its covenants. 
An effort should also be made to cover e-business in the country's consumer laws. Some are investing in it to drive the business 
growth, while others are having no option but to invest, to stay in business. The choice of right channel, justification of IT investment 
on ROI, e-governance, customer relationship management, security concerns, technological obsolescence, mergers and acquisitions, 
penetration of IT in rural areas, and outsourcing of IT operations are the major challenges and issues in the use of IT in banking 
operations.  

Everyone today is convinced that the technology is going to hold the key to future of banking. The achievements in the 
banking today would not have make possible without IT revolution. Therefore, the key point is while changing to the current 
environment the banks has to understand properly the trigger for change and accordingly find out the suitable departure point for the 
change.  
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Summing Up 

In the days to come, banks are expected to play a very useful role in the economic development and the emerging market will 
provide business opportunities to harness. As banking in India will become more and more knowledge supported, capital will emerge 
as the finest assets of the banking system. Ultimately banking is people and not just figures. To conclude it all, the banking sector in 
India is progressing with the increased growth in customer base, due to the newly improved and innovative facilities offered by banks. 
The economic growth of the country is an indicator for the growth of the banking sector. The onus for this lies in the capabilities of the 
Reserve Bank of India as an able central regulatory authority, whose policies have shielded Indian banks from excessive leveraging 
and making high risk investments. By the government support and a careful re-evaluation of existing business strategies can set the 
stage for Indian banks to become bigger and stronger, thereby setting the stage for expansions into a global consumer base. The long 
term success by any bank cannot be achieved without the development of new business ideas, innovative products and services and 
intense focus on customer retention. Banks have to in still in their DNA the enablement of a positive and consistent customer 
experience that can transform them into trusted advisers. At no time in banking history has this been more important. Although this 
article gives a view on what new age banking and its trends what their customers expect the banks of tomorrow to look like and what 
they should focus on, the right choice for adoption may vary from bank to bank 
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